Past Value Hits
Stocks that outperformed the S&P 500 by 10%

2018

- **January** – 4 stocks
  - MDR 33%, ABCD 24%, NRT 23%, KSS 19%
- **February** – 3 stocks
  - QUAD 19%, ABCD 6%, FSFG 6%
- **March** – 9 stocks
  - DNR 25%, RCKY 17%, PBF 16%, MPC 14%, RMR 11%, IEP 8%, OMP 7%, RE 7%, MU 7%
- **April** – 11 stocks
  - RCKY 11%, GLP 12%, EGY 13%, PBF 13%, DMLP 15%, NRP 18%, DNR 20%, PNRL 28%, OSG 31%, PME 33%, CHKR 3%
- **May** – 10 stocks
  - DMLP 12%, XCRA 14%, RICK 18%, WMK 19%, PBF 24%, MU 25%, CRNT 31%, CVRR 36%, JILL 53%, EGY 129%
- **June** – 3 stocks
  - OCIP 15%, NDRO 17%, EGY 22%
- **July** – 2 stocks
  - AUDC 25%, NEXA 14%
- **August** – 1 stock
  - CCR 15%
- **September** – 2 stocks
  - EGY 13%, DNR 11%

2017

- **January** – 2 stocks
  - EXTN 30%, GV 19%
- **February** – 6 stocks
  - KINS 26%, BANC 23%, SDLP 18%, SORL 14%, MPB 14%, TRCB 14%
- **March** – 4 stocks
  - MLP 29%, SORL 19%, TSQ 12%, CHMG 10%
- **April** – 1 stocks
  - MLP 16%
- **May** – 4 stocks
  - SORL 108%, MLP 39%, FONR 32%, SNC 20%
- **June** – 4 stocks
  - WBKC 28%, REGI 15%, PERI 15%, CG 12%
- **July** – 4 stocks
  - AHGP 21%, TRK 16%, SNC 14%, MPO 12%
- **August** – 3 stocks
  - SDLP 13%, TACT 11%, FSBW 11%
- **September** – 9 stocks
  - TOWER 21%, SAMG 20%, QUAD 19%, KSS 16%, KE 14%, SBOW 13%, CVCY 13%, ABCD 13%, HVT 12%
- **October** – 4 stocks
  - RCKY 37%, HUN 17%, SAMG 12%, TOWER 12%
- **November** – 3 stocks
  - ALDW 32%, MPB 15%, KSS 15%
- **December** – 5 stocks
2016

- **January – 3 stocks**
  - LAKE 8%, CBNJ 7%, EBF 5%
- **February – 8 stocks**
  - MERC 24%, RCMT 19%, FONR 18%, WHR 16%, SNC 14%, EIG 12%, LUV 12%, KAMN 10%
- **March – 2 stocks**
  - EXPR 24%, SRI 21%
- **April – 6 stocks**
  - SDLP 71%, STS 41%, CINR 17%, KINS 13%, CIVB 12%, UNM 11%
- **May – 5 stocks**
  - GV 41%, YCB 14%, TRCB 14%, CVCY 13%, FONR 13%
- **June – 5 stocks**
  - SNOW 19%, GV 16%, CIVB 13%, DLA 10%, HII 10%
- **July – 6 stocks**
  - JOUt 19%, UVE 17%, OSG 16%, GLOP 16%, SUP 14%, WNC 14%
- **August – 6 stocks**
  - TZOO 23%, KEQU 17%, CPS 12%, SBFG 12%, CFG 12%, IBKC 10%
- **September – 4 stocks**
  - RCMT 18%, SNC 10%, GLOP 10%, RIGP 10%
- **October – 4 stocks**
  - KINS 12%, AGO 8%, FGBI 8%, SORL 8%
- **November – 22 stocks**
  - GV 51%, RIGP 41%, SNC 31%, CIVB 29%, CFB 27%, EBMT 26%, KINS 24%, MPG 24%, AGO 20%, KBAL 20%, PFBC 19%, SXCP 18%, TRCB 18%, HBCP 18%, GCO 17%, CVCY 16%, BHLB 16%, HTLF 15%, FBMS 14%, HA 14%, FGBI 14%, FBK 14%
- **December – 10 stocks**
  - RDN 23%, GV 23%, FGBI 21%, DIT 21%, EXTN 19%, UVE 18%, KBAL 17%, RIGP 16%, HBCP 15%, HTLF 12%

2015

- **January – 6 stocks**
  - WTT 21%, NAUH 19%, BSET 14%, SGU 11%, UIHC 11%, SCX 8%
- **February – 2 stocks**
  - LRN 19%, BSET 16%
- **March – 8 stocks**
  - KAI 19%, DNB 16%, FBMS 15%, EIG 15%, CTB 13%, BSET 11%, RCKY 9%, MERC 8%
- **April – 7 stocks**
  - RIGP 29%, CMT 27%, TEDU 25%, NVEE 18%, NAP 17%, INFU 13%, PRE 12%
- **May – 3 stocks**
  - NVEE 19%, SGU 14%, HMST 11%
- **June – 6 stocks**
  - NVEE 19%, SGU 14%, HMST 11%, EBF 9%, INBK 9%, NAP 9%
- **July – 2 stocks**
  - SGU 14%, SCX 12%
- **August – 4 stocks**
  - ACFC 17%, KINS 10%, NRIM 7%, CBNJ 5%
- **September – 2 stocks**
  - CBNJ 12%, NAT 12%
- **October – 4 stocks**
  - FONR 30%, OCIR 25%, TRN 20%, EIG 19%
- **November – 5 stocks**
- **December – 2 stocks**
  - CIVB 19%, PFBI 9%

**2014**

- **January – 5 stocks**
  - WTT 60%, MFSF 10%, SGU 9%, OCIR 8%, ALK 8%

- **February – 6 stocks**
  - ARTX 28%, KBALB 26%, FCZA 22%, FNHC 20%, REGI 17%, UFCS 16%

- **March – 6 stocks**
  - EVK 50%, CRD.A 23%, PHX 18%, FNHC 15%, UIHC 12%, VLO 11%

- **April – 1 stocks**
  - AXAS 38%

- **May – 6 stocks**
  - BELFA 27%, FNHC 21%, MUSA 20%, PPC 16%, UIHC 16%, MSL 13%

- **June – 5 stocks**
  - PL 33%, AE 24%, MFRI 14%, BPOP 13%, FGL 12%

- **July – 0 stocks**

- **August – 3 stocks**
  - PLNR 86%, HNH 16%, JBLU 14%

- **September – 2 stocks**
  - FNHC 14%, INFU 12%

- **October – 12 stocks**
  - HNH 34%, UIHC 31%, INFU 25%, ETH 25%, ALK 22%, ACCO 19%, CRAI 18%, SAFT 16%, CCNE 15%, DST 15%, IMKTA 14%, ARLP 12%

- **November – 3 stocks**
  - VYFC 46%, LUV 21%, BSET 13%

- **December – 4 stocks**
  - UIHC 17%, OCIR 14%, VVI 11%, MS 10%

**2013**

- **January – 14 stocks**
  - GTN.A 95%, NLS 54%, EAC 39%, OSK 32%, RNDY 31%, APFC 27%, FFKT 24%, HIMX 23%, NATH 22%, RRST 20%, MPC 18%, CYOU 17%, YPF 17%, ADUS 16%

- **February – 7 stocks**
  - ARKR 21%, PCCC 16%, CRD.A 14%, EAC 14%, MPC 12%, ESXB 11%, APSA 11%

- **March – 5 stocks**
  - HIMX 69%, APFC 25%, JOEZ 22%, EAC 22%, PCCC 14%

- **April – 10 stocks**
  - STRT 28%, UVE 23%, VSEC 22%, EAC 22%, SMFG 16%, GA 15%, BITA 15%, NTT 14%, TEO 14%, AMIC 13%

- **May – 10 stocks**
  - ADUS 53%, HIMX 35%, EAC 26%, SLI 24%, SUTR 22%, UVE 21%, GA 19%, MX 17%, SMI 17%, MGA 13%

- **June – 10 stocks**
  - GLP 21%, VSEC 21%, IMKTA 15%

- **July – 10 stocks**
  - ACRD.A 30%, RIET 21%, FBMI 20%, SWHC 19% DVD 19%, ARDNA 18%, HBNC 17%, FDEF 17%, SLI 16%, VOYA 15%, IMKTA 13%

- **August – 6 stocks**
  - EVOL 20%, FBMI 17%, HY 17%, MNRK 14%, UFCS 11%, AMIC 8%

- **September – 8 stocks**
  - CRD.B 28%, INOC 25%, EIHI 23%, AMIC 21%, HY 19%, STS 18%, BSET 17%, UIHC 14%

- **October – 1 stock**
- **INOC 31%**
- **November – 6 stocks**
  - FNHC 32%, LION 17%, NCIT 14%, FSS 14%, UIHC 14%, NCI 13%
- **December – 3 stocks**
  - UIHC 40%, PPSI 16%, CNBC 14%

**2012**

- **January – 16 stocks**
  - BORN 44%, FCAL 35%, LYB 33%, AE 31%, TESS 30%, GSOL 25%, DLPH 25%, PPBI 19%, NHN 19%, KELYB 18%, KELYA 18%, TEO 17%, GMK 17%, CLS 16%, MPC 15%, CZNC 15%
- **February – 5 stocks**
  - IMOS 52%, BCDS 28%, DLPH 19%, MEOH 15%, SNX 14%
- **March – 7 stocks**
  - PATK 97%, AE 38%, CDI 20%, NC 19%, GSOL 16%, SIM 16%, SLI 14%
- **April – 4 stocks**
  - RRST 42%, BSET 17%, HCHI 11%, GA 9%
- **May – 4 stocks**
  - SYPR 47%, BERK 19%, YTEC 13%, CTB 4%
- **June – 7 stocks**
  - CBM 31%, HCII 29%, ALCO 25%, MPC 25%, SYPR 18%, AE 18%, RRST 17%
- **July – 2 stocks**
  - BSET 19%, PSX 14%
- **Aug – 4 stocks**
  - CHMT 22%, NSU 16%, CTB 15%, HUN 14%
- **Sep – 4 stocks**
  - GGAL 18%, YAVY 17%, NSU 17%, HIMX 13%
- **Oct – 3 stocks**
  - PPBI 18%, CNTY 11%, APFC 11%
- **Nov – 6 stocks**
  - HIMX 35%, CTB 25%, WNR 22%, NLS 21%, DVD 13%, BMA 13%
- **Dec – 10 stocks**
  - SNFCA 39%, HIMX 35%, ADUS 25%, NLS 21%, CRD.A 21%, NATH 14%, RRST 13%, DVD 13%, BMA 13%, PSX 11%

**2011**

- **January – 7 stocks**
  - BORN 34%, JKS 30%, MRO 23%, CYOU 21%, BKI 20%, SNP 15%, PLAB 12%
- **February – 3 stocks**
  - RCKY 33%, JRN 28%, NC 25%
- **March – 3 stocks**
  - FVE 16%, PTR 12%, VIV 10%
- **April – 3 stocks**
  - CYOU 41%, SHS 16%, CYD 13%
- **May – 6 stocks**
  - LAS 65%, APSA 48%, IMOS 20%, CMT 14%, EEI 13%, SLI 10%
- **June – 4 stocks**
  - GMK 16%, WTBA 14%, FRD 8%, TEO 8%
- **July – 5 stocks**
  - TBOW 40%, BORN 35%, LAS 29%, ZX 13%, WTBA 13%
- **August – 1 stock**
  - STV 6%
- **September – 1 stock**
October – 7 stocks
  o KELYB 44%, KELYA 43%, BORN 33%, MPC 33%, NC 29%, CRD.A 25%, SXI 24%

November – 3 stocks
  o SNP 13%, ZA 12%, SIM 10%

December – 3 stocks
  o UACL 32%, NC 12%, CGI 11%

2010

January – 8 stocks
  o IMH 44%, CFI 30%, KTCC 26%, MRLN 24%, FLXS 14%, HWG 14%, RCII 13%, MRCY 8%, CDCS 6%

February – 7 stocks
  o ISSI 42%, NEWT 37%, PXLW 35%, LORL 14%, ATSC 13%, FORTY 13%, CLD 13%

March – 9 stocks
  o PXLW 43%, IDT 37%, NFP 23%, BFR 22%, CHINA 20%, NADX 18%, NTL 18%, UTR 16%, AUDC 16%

April – 10 stocks
  o NADX 73%, RCMT 31%, HALL 30%, HWG 23%, LORL 23%, SRLS 23%, ACY 21%, CYD 20%, IRS 17%, DAVE 17%

May – 4 stocks
  o ESCA 25%, TESS 11%, EHII 7%, ATSG 2%

June – 7 stocks
  o RCMT 23%, BFR 19%, BMA 11%, ELII 11%, NTL 11%, ACY 7%, ESBI 7%

July – 8 stocks
  o CGL.A 53%, IDT 45%, MSN 32%, BMA 29%, BFR 25%, RCKY 25%, SPNS 18%, CYD 17%

August – 10 stocks
  o BORN 31%, UPG 31%, CHRM 25%, FN 205, FVE 16%, MSN 10%, HWG 8%, PZE 6%, MPAA 5%, SHMR 5%

September – 6 stocks
  o BORN 43%, MPAA 24%, CLMS 22%, TEL 20%, RELL 19%, FVE 19%

October – 9 stocks
  o SHMR 37%, CYD 34%, BORN 26%, CHRM 25%, AMCF 24%, RCKY 21%, CRWS 17%, MPAA 16%, NTL 14%

November – 6 stocks
  o APSA 35%, FVE 18%, ESCA 18%, FORTY 16%, FLXS 14%, TRIB 14%

December – 4 stocks
  o LYB 18%, CLMS 17%, TEL 17%, WPO 17%

2009

January – 18 stocks
  o PFSW 47%, DIT 42%, CFK 42%, PLI 42%, SNFCA 34%, NAVR 20%, ALOY 18%, COBR 16%, GLA 15%, PZE 12%, DDIC 10%, NTL 9%, NOC 7%, TRS 4%, FACE 4%, NSYS 4%, EEI 4%, AMOT 1%

February – 11 stocks
  o AHCI 34%, PRGX 20%, USHS 20%, DINE 12%, CFK 11%, GLA 7%, MVCO 3%, TAR 1%, CTGX 1%, EEI 1%, PNTR -1%

March – 4 stocks
  o APAC 83%, AEA 66%, COMS 39%, UAM 26%

April – 15 stocks
  o AEA 137%, CYD 67%, DIT 52%, PLI 38%, CFK 31%, COMS 31%, TAR 28%, BLD 27%, FACE 25%, AHCI 22%, UAM 22%, EBR 21%, USMO 21%, FORTY 20%, IDTI 19%

May – 17 stocks
  o SNFCA 87%, KNXA 47%, PMRY 41%, CSCX 40%, GGAL 39%, GPX 37%, HWG 33%, FORTY 33%, ESBI 29%, AET 22%, PNTR 19%, PVX 19%, TESS 17%, NTL 17%, AHCI 16%, ALOY 15%, WWWW 15%

June – 14 stocks
BIOS 41%, TRIB 40%, GGAL 27%, ATSG 26%, HTRN 25%, BMA 22%, ISH 22%, AHCI 21%, PMRY 20%, NTL 18%, WWWW 18%, INOC 14%, USMO 14%, ESBK 11%

- **July – 11 stocks**
  - CHINA 99%, QLTI 63%, DRAD 63%, DIT 43%, NTL 36%, BAMM 30%, OSP 26%, AEA 25%, JBSS 22%, ALOY 21%, INOC 20%

- **August – 11 stocks**
  - HWG 106%, JOUT 49%, BAMM 46%, SIF 42%, SGMA 39%, BMA 33%, QLTI 24%, CIX 18%, JBSS 18%, NTC 17%, NTL 16%

- **September – 9 stocks**
  - EDN 30%, NAVR 25%, NEWT 22%, SNFCA 22%, BAMM 30%, OSP 26%, AEA 25%, JBSS 22%, ALOY 21%, INOC 20%

- **October – 8 stocks**
  - HWG 55%, RHB 50%, ALOY 22%, RLRN 20%, EBR 20%, KTCC 17%

- **November – 6 stocks**
  - EDN 30%, NAVR 25%, NEWT 22%, SNFCA 22%, OSP 21%, KBAL B 21%, TEAM 17%, TRIB 17%, INOC 15%

- **December – 7 stocks**
  - KTCC 46%, FLX 22%, SPA 20%, RBI 17%, EDN 14%, LAD 13%, MRLN 12%

---

**2008**

- **January – 4 stocks**
  - TNE 35%, CARV 18%, PLFE 5%, LABC 4%

- **February – 9 stocks**
  - SCX 19%, NSHA 14%, KOF 12%, NTL 10%, GIB 10%, SFF 9%, EEI 8%, BTM 7%, GLDC 7%

- **March – 5 stocks**
  - ANS 39%, UFPT 30%, LDL 12%, SCX 11, NSEC 10%

- **April – 6 stocks**
  - SAF 54%, UFPT 27%, CTGX 24%, DAN 20%, BRP 18%, RDS.A 16%

- **May – 16 stocks**
  - KOF 21%, ITP 19%, DDIC 18%, SCX 17%, AMOT 16%, EXX.A 16%, NAVR 14%, SGU 13%, TNE 13%, NTT 13%, AE 13%, SBS 11%, NTL 11%, WNI 11%, KEQU 11%, TAR 11%

- **June – 9 stocks**
  - ITP 18%, NGA 14%, SUAI 13%, PFWD 8%, SCX 5%, TCN 5%, TIS 3%, OPOF 2%, AE 2%

- **July – 6 stocks**
  - AKO.B 20%, NBTF 19%, MVCO 18%, QEPC 15%, BTM 11%, PTP 11%

- **August – 7 stocks**
  - SANM 33%, NSEC 21%, CFI 20%, SCX 16%, DYII 16%, AWI 11%, WNI 11%

- **September – 5 stocks**
  - ACGI 5%, LPL 3%, AXA 2%, WNI 2%, QNTA 2%

- **October – 10 stocks**
  - WES 2%, DCM -3%, NGLS -4%, MRX -4%, RDS.A -5%, LKI -6%, MC -9%, GIB -10%, NTT -10%, TKTM -10%

- **November – 8 stocks**
  - BMA 55%, TEO 48%, NTL 48%, MVCO 42%, AKO.B 12%, PZE 7%, GGAL 6%, WNI 3%

- **December – 10 stocks**
  - TAR 139%, HTRN 67%, GAI 51%, PLI 45%, WCG 44%, YZC 36%, RCKY 30%, WLP 18%, TFCO 14%, FORTY 12%

---

**2007**

- **January – 4 stocks**
  - BL 28%, LDL 24%, FNLY 14%, PFNI 14%

- **February – 8 stocks**
  - MFI 48%, VNT 25%, AFISI 16%, MITSY 12%, PPFI 11%, BOOT 9%, BILD 9%, GIB 8%

- **March – 3 stocks**
  - FFH 16%, LDL 12%, CCBP 11%

- **April – 4 stocks**
  - OPY 17%, MFI 17%, NTL 14%, DB 14%
May – 8 stocks
  o AL 48%, NTL 44%, WRP 34%, UVE 28%, SNP 26%, GIB 20%, SHI 18%, OPY 15%

June – 4 stocks
  o EXX.A 35%, NTL 12%, KOF 10%, ASTSF 9%

July – 2 stocks
  o QEP 75%, TNE 12%

August – 3 stocks
  o NTL 37%, ICFI 19%, CCFH 13%

September – 3 stocks
  o FCPO 112%, MCZ 25%, HALL 18%

October – 4 stocks
  o XETA 22%, HALL 19%, PTNX 19%, TX 18%

November – 4 stocks
  o NTOL 47%, AIZ 12%, UFPT 9%, NTL 7%

December – 6 stocks
  o PKBK 22%, UFPT 19%, SCS 17%, JLN 12%, AKO.B 11%, KOF 9%

2006

January – 12 stocks
  o IINN 65%, EZPW 34%, PIK 27%, BLD 22%, FFEX 18%, BAMM 18%, ALO 18%, AE 17%, NEU 17% TOD 15%, SYN1 15%, SNFCA 14%

February – 10 stocks
  o TBWC 62%, CHMP 45%, IINN 36%, Knap 18%, BRBI 17%, SVL 15%, BLD 14%, LSBI 11%, TSIB 11%, VBFC 10%

March – 14 stocks
  o SNFCA 44%, NEU 38%, PWEI 26%, KTI 22%, PKBK 21%, PORK 17%, TOD 17%, EWST 17%, CPY 16%, SYN1 15%, HGIC 13%, PEBK 13%, TBWC 12%, BRBI 11%

April – 4 stocks
  o AE 31%, BAMM 17%, SVL 15%, DECC 11%

May – 7 stocks
  o AFAM 28%, SVL 23%, IHR 15%, CRRB 12%, BAMM 11%, TSIB 7%, TOD 7%

June – 4 stocks
  o PBTC 19%, CRV 16%, SPTN 10%, CTS 10%

July – 1 stocks
  o EWST 16%

August – 8 stocks
  o USMO 32%, EXX.A 26%, MIGP 23%, CRV 21%, NRIM 16%, EWST 12%, FFKY 12%, IOSP 12%

September – 5 stocks
  o SUMX 75%, STRS 20%, CTGX 16%, BLD 13%, B8NK 13%

October – 9 stocks
  o AXR 47%, EXX.A 33%, SNFCA 23%, BL 22%, MTOX 22%, SMXC 18%, CPAK 18%, USU 16%, IOSP 13%

November – 6 stocks
  o SIF 41%, IOSP 27%, FNLY 17%, LDL 16%, LSIB 13%, USU 12%

December – 6 stocks
  o VLGEA 22%, FC 20%, IPSU 18%, AMOT 14%, CPAK 13%, CTGX 13%

2005

January – 14 stocks
  o CULS 32%, GNRL 27%, SPTN 21%, PTC 19%, SSS 17%, PLPC 14%, SKF8 13%, CAS 13%, BSXT 12%, HAMP 12%, SHLO 11%, CMT 10%, FRD 9%, NLCI 9%

February – 7 stocks
  o MPAC 26%, SPTN 26%, TNH 23%, BOOT 19%, GKS 16%, TMG 13%, DXPE 12%

March – 5 stocks
- **April – 3 stocks**
  - PLPC 11%, WSTF 11%, DXPE 9%

- **May – 10 stocks**
  - FC 64%, SEB 57%, DXPE 50%, SSY 26%, MPAC 21%, FRD 19%, TEAM 18%, EXP 17%, SLI 15%, FFEX 13%

- **June – 10 stocks**
  - LUB 45%, ENS 31%, TMG 27%, SEB 24%, BAMM 20%, SPTN 14%, GMCEB 11%, LMIA 11%, USLM 10%, WNI 10%

- **July – 6 stocks**
  - LMIA 61%, NVI 49%, SMXC 41%, ABL 20%, TMG 17%, CGLA 15%

- **August – 5 stocks**
  - LMIA 13%, ASI 12%, SHLO 10%, DCBK 9%, FBEI 9%

- **September – 9 stocks**
  - OUTL 57%, PDA 31%, BAP 29%, FFDB 27%, TAR 18%, UBB 18%, IBA 17%, JCC 13%, TU 11%

- **October – 6 stocks**
  - PORK 15%, MYR 14%, EMN 12%, KNAP 11%, SMXC 9%, VLGEA 8%

- **November – 4 stocks**
  - LMIA 82%, CLDN 20%, EDGW 20%, AE 16%

- **December – 5 stocks**
  - URG1 28%, SVL 21%, TOD 13%, NEU 12%, IDGR 10%

**2004**

- **December – 9 stocks**
  - ENG 109%, SEB 33%, FRD 32%, AXR 29%, SPTN 28%, CULS 18%, GNRL 16%, UCTT 15%, TNH 14%